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Introduction
In 2010, Kengo Kishimoto asked a question in a seminar at Osaka City
University:
“Is region crossing change on knot diagrams an
unknotting operation?”
The answer to that question was yes, It was Ayaka Shimizu who proved
it. Shimizu then made a game called “Region Select”.
In this presentation, I will start with the basics of knot theory and
explain what the region crossing change is and then how it turned into
a game.

Basics Of Knot Theory

•Knot Theory is a branch of topology concerned with the properties
and classification of mathematical knots.

• A knot is an embedding of a circle in the 3-sphere.
• A link is a collection of knots which do not intersect, but which may be

linked (or knotted) together.
• A knot diagram is a projection of a knot into a plane, with

over/under data at each self-intersection of the projection currve.
• A knot is called the unknot if it admits a diagram with no crossings.

Reidemeister Moves
Reidemeister Theorem states that two knots are topologically
equivalent if and only if their projections may be deformed into each other
by a sequence of the three moves shown below.

Knot Invariant
A knot invariant is a function that assigned a quantity, such as a number
or a polynomial, that is defined for every knot. To define a knot invariant,
it suffices to specify its value on knot diagrams and check that this value is
preserved under the Reidemeister moves. Some examples of knot invariants
are:

•Unknotting Number: The unknotting number u(K) of a knot K is
the least number of crossing changes needed to obtain the unknot from
some diagram of the knot K.

•Crossing Number: The crossing number c(K) of a knot K is the
least number of crossings that occurs in any diagram of the knot K.

Theorem: There is a sequence of crossings changes that turns any knot
diagram into an unknot diagram.

Unknotting Operation
An unknotting operation is a local transformation of a knot diagram
such that any diagram can be transformed into a diagram of the trivial
knot by a finite sequence of these operations. Some well-known examples
for unknotting operation are:

Region Crossing Change
Knot diagram with n crossings divides S2 into n + 2 parts. We call this
parts regions.
Region crossing change at a region R of D is the local transformation
on D by the changing all the crossings on dR.

Main Theorem
Let D be a knot diagram, and c a crossing point of D. Let
D′ be the diagram obtained from D by the crossing change
at c. Then, there exist region crossing changes which trans-
form D into D′.

Some Properties for Region
Crossing Change
A link diagram D on S is reducible if D has a crossing as shown below,
where each square means a diagram of a tangle.
A link diagram D on S is reduced if D is not reducible. We call such a
crossing a reducible crossing, and the set of a reducible crossing and
one of the squares a reducible part.

Proposition: A link diagram D is a reducible link diagram if
and only if there exists a crossing c of D such that the regions R1, R2, R3
and R4 around c as shown below, satisfying R1 = R3 or R2 = R4.

•Lemma: Let D be a link diagram, and R1, R2 regions of
D(R1 6= R2). Let c be a crossing point of D. If c satisfies
c ∈ ∂R1 ∩ ∂R2, then the region crossing changes on R1 and R2 do not
change c.

•Corollary: Let D be a link diagram, and c a crossing point of D.
Let R1, R2, R3 and R4 be regions of D around c as shown in above
figure. If R1 6= R3 and R2 6= R4, then the region crossing changes at
R1, R2, R3 and R4 do not change c.

Proof of the Main Theorem
We show that we can make the crossing change at c by region crossing
changes by an induction on the number k of reducible crossings of D. If
k = 0, i.e., D is a reduced diagram, we can obtain the regions of D such
that we can change only c by region crossing changes at the regions by the
following procedure:

1 We splice D at c by giving D an orientation. Then, we obtain a
diagram Ds = D1 ∪D2 of a two-component link.

2 We apply a checkerboard coloring for one component D1 of Ds by
ignoring another component D2 so that the region R in below figure is
unshaded.

3 We take the regions of D corresponding to the shaded regions of Ds. By
knowing Lemma and Corollary in the previous column, a crossing point
of D which corresponds to a self-crossing point of D1 or D2 is not
changed by the region crossing changes at the regions. Hence we can
change only c. Therefore, the theorem holds for reduced knot diagrams.

Now, we consider a special case D has just one reducible crossing and c is
the reducible crossing. Apply the checkerboard coloring to one reducible
part as shown in below. Then we can change only c by the region crossing
changes at the shaded regions.

We next consider the other case. We assume that the theorem holds for
all the knot diagrams with k reducible crossings (k ≥ 0). Now we consider
knot diagrams with k + 1 reducible crossings. In this case, there exists
a reducible crossing p of an innermost reducible part S which does not
include c. By splicing D at p, we obtain a non-connected link diagram
consisting of a knot diagram D1 with c and k reducible crossings and a
reduced knot diagram D2. By the assumption, D1 has regions such that we
can change only c by the region crossing changes at the regions. We call
such set of regions P . We obtain a set Q of regions of D from P by the
following rules:
Let A be the region of D1 which includes D2, and B the opposite region
of D1 Let Q includes regions corresponding to P A, and

• (i) If A ∈ P and B /∈ P , all the regions of S in A is in Q.
• (ii) If A /∈ P and B ∈ P , the shaded regions of S with the checkerboard

coloring such that the outer region of S is white are in Q.
• (iii) IfA ∈ P and B ∈ P , then the shaded regions of S in A with the

checkerboard coloring such that the outer region of S is black are in Q.
• (iv) If A /∈ P and B /∈ P , all the regions of S in A is not in Q.
Then, Q is the set of regions which change only c.

Conclusion of the Main Theorem
A region crossing change on a knot diagram is an
unknotting operation. Therefore, we can transform any
diagram into a diagram of the trivial knot by region crossing
changes.

A Puzzle Game: Region Select

After Kishimoto’s question, game produced as follows:
It’s basically a knot projection with lamps on the crossings. The lamps
can be turned on or off. A region crossing change on a region of a knot
projection with lamps will turn on/off of the lamps on the boundary of the
region as shown above.
The goal of the game Region Select is to light up all the lamps of a
given knot projection with lamps by a sequence of region crossing changes
chosen by clicking on regions on a display.
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